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Stephen Johnson's inspiration 
1s not dimmed by digital technology 

FOR 

magine pastel-hued, sun-drenched images of 

San Francisco with true rich blues, soft 

ochers, deep indigos, the gentle colors of a 

warm city day, soft sunlight bathing, caressing. Or 

images of sandstone sculptures, warm browns con

trasted with granite grays, silica and silver of sand and 

rock. Craggy characters created by a random, wind

blown rock-cutter. The images have the feel of water

colors - fluid motion, easy, a delight to the senses. ~ 
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These images are not watercolors, nor mere flights of imagination. They are the latest 

images captured by Stephen Johnson, a mover and shaker of the next generation of pho-

tography. ~ "The digital image is here. It is now. It has arrived," says Johnson, a fine art 

photographer and designer of many books and exhibits. It has arrived via the Dicomed 

4 x 5 Digital Insert, an insert for standard 4 x 5 cameras. The camera has a resolution of 

6,000 x 7 ,500 pixels. ~ "We are seeing now with digital images what we could 
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CENTRAL VAL 
CALIFORNIA'S HEARTLAND 

Stephen Johnson 

TOP Cover of the "The Great 

Central Valley.'' 

A~ o v E Spread from the book, 

featuring a computer-generated 

map of the Delta. 

Gerald Haslam Robert Dawson 

not capture before with traditional 
color processing; the colors arc natural, 
not exaggerated. The greens are not as 
dense, we can see the features of the 
trees in the background, where in a film 
transparency these elements are lost." 

Johnson was given the opportunity 
to test the Dicomed by Michael Col
lette, the camera's developer. In Janu
ary, Johnson and Collette set out to 
make history by digitally photograph
ing Northern California landscapes 
and cityscapes. "It's only fitting that it 
took place here in Northern California, 
the birthplace of Ansel Adams. The cir
cle has come around." 

Johnson has been instrumental in 
digital photography from its onset. His 
best-selling book, "The Great Central 
Valley: California's Heartland," a coffee 
table book published last year by Uni
versity of California Press, was named 
one of the eight best photography books 
of the year by The New York Times. The 
book also received the Golden Light 
Award as nature/landscape photography 
book of the year. Johnson's subsequent 
project, "Making the Digital Book," is 
"doing great, and we are already looking 
at a reprint," he says. 

He is working on two new book 
ideas - a restoration project of nega
tives made after the bombing of 

N agasaki in 1945 , and a scanning and 
archive project of the 700-plate nega
tive collection of Frank Day Robinson. 

Capturing a 'truer' image 
Johnson is excited about the digital 

camera's ability to capture a "truer" 
image - one closer to the image we see 
with our eyes - than is possible with 
film. "The digital camera gives color 
purity and dynamic range that color 
films don't have. When you arc creat
ing a color image out of chromogenic 
dye - created in the interaction of 
color developer and exposed black and 
white film, filtered through various lay
ers - gosh , it's a miracle that we can get 
anything resembling color reality. 
When it comes right down to it, it 
doesn't resemble what our eyes see very 
closely and if digital cameras can give 
us a purer rendition of that color, with 
fewer color biases, that's a damn excit
ing position for a color photographer 
to be in." 

The differen ce is especially notice
able in the dark greens of nature. Look
ing at his traditional color photograph 
of the San Francisco Conservatory in 
Golden Gate Park,Johnson notes, "the 
trees appear to be almost black. When 
you look at the digital file of the Con
servatory, the trees are co NT IN u E o .. 
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Johnson CONTINUED 

open, detailed and green. There is an 
amazing difference. 

"It's fun to take the first 4x5 digital 
camera out and make the first digital 
photographs of San Francisco. In fact, 
it's damn exciting'" Johnson exclaims. 

"There are some nice things that 
parallel with history. It should be San 
Francisco that is the first city to be pho
tographed and Yosemite should be the 
first nature that is photographed, 
because the digital technology was 
born here, the history of landscape 
photography developed here, and 
because of Ansel. He was born in San 
Francisco, lived in San Francisco, 
worked in Yosemite, lived in Yosemite. 

I'll always be an admirer of Ansel 
Adams' work." 

In fact, Adams served as a consultant 
to Johnson in the late '80s during the 
development of the Central Valley 
book, and Johnson turned to Adams 
many times for advice and encourage
ment as he and his partner, Bob Daw
son, were struggling to piece together 
their Central Valley tome. 

'The Great Central Valley' 
The creation and construction of 

"The Great Central Valley" took form 
in the hands of two college friends, 
Johnson and Dawson. "We were both 
from the Central Valley, we did some 
traveling together and Bob was one of 
the photographers that I had featured 

in the Mono Lake exhibit. Bob and I 
decided to go home and start pho
tographing the Central Valley land
scape. So we did." 

The California Academy of Sciences 
agreed to sponsor the project and in 
1986 the team contacted Gerald 
Haslam, a Valley native who teaches at 
Sonoma State and writes western fic
tion. Working from Dawson 's and his 
own photographs and Haslam's text, 
Johnson designed a chapter of the book 
for review by UC Press' editorial board. 

"From these first roughs, the UC 
Press then asked me to design the 
book," Johnson says. "Apple con
tributed some equipment, and in Sep
tember of 1988 I started figuring out 
how to use a Macintosh." 

Johnson knew a "little bit" about the 
Mac, but not enough to use Adobe 
Illustrator. Somehow, the evolution of 
hardware and software seemed to syn
chronize with the evolution of the Cen
tral Valley project, and they both 
matured together. As the project 
evolved, the grand scope of the book 
became clear to the partners. 

They wanted it to break down barri
ers and to open up possibilities for how 
people could take ideas that they cared 
about and turn them into something 
concrete that other people could expe
rience as well. 

"The motivation remains the pas
sion for the images." says Johnson. 
"Our passions come from the home, 
from the photographs we were making, 
and from Jerry's text, which is powerful 
both in its honesty and its breadth. It is 
a home that most people don't under
stand, misunderstand, don't appreciate 
or don't even know about. The real 
story is the positives and negatives of 
the Valley; it is the most productive 
farmland in the world and yet it is the 
most poisoned," Johnson says. 

"California was made rich by the 
immigrants and we need to remember 
that. Agriculture in California was the 
backbone of California's economy for 
the first hundred years of its existence, 
and it still is," Johnson says. "The high
tech industry is large but agriculture 
still produces about $25 billion per year 
and most of that comes from the Cen
tral Valley." 

Being editor and designer of the 
book allowed Johnson to look through, 
and to talk a little bit more about, the 
subjects he thought were important, 
such as the cancer clusters in the Val
ley's population, a result of the toxic 
chemicals used in agriculture. 

"As an artist, I am in a position to use 
my artwork to explore the things I care 
about. I hope that these photographs 
will allow the general public to have 
access to more information and if the 
photographs can be effective in seduc
ing the reader into looking and perhaps 
caring about what we are trying to say, 
then we have accomplished our goals." 

In creating the Central Valley book, 
Johnson was able to hone his digital 
photographic techniques to the point 
where he was able to personally scan 
more than half the images. "It had been 
my intention to open every scan that 
had been created by someone else, but 
it was never my intention to do as much 
as I did. Art is hard work, let's face it. 
Part of the hard work is now sitting in 
front of the computer." 

At first Johnson only had a video 
capture board for input, so he pointed a 
video camera at the prints. Later he got 
a black and white scanner and Barney
scan (now Pixel Media) gave him a slide 
scanner to use. His operation got ever 
more sophisticated, "basically as it got 
invented," Johnson laughs. "Eventual
ly I got the Leaf scanner and I could 
scan all of our original film and with the 
big flatbed of the Agfa Horizon I could 
scan good l lxl4-inch prints." 

Almost all of the scans were made 
from finished prints, either from a 
Crosfield drum scanner or one of the 
flatbed scanners. Several images were 
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made from original film with the Leaf 
Scan 45. 

Johnson was able to get quality scans 
with his flatbed scanners and manipu
late it until he was happy with it, in 
some cases getting better results than 
the high-end drum scanners. "These 
are my photographs and I'm damn well 
willing to work and work and work to 
get them to just the way I want them to 
be," he says. "I know what I want them 
to be and I know what I want them to 
look like. I think that there is a real 
argument to be made that half of the 
result, if not more, is the passion that 
you are bringing to the process. 

"The prepress people will probably 
bring a lot of dedication and experience 
to the scan, but they can't know what I 
want in any detail for a particular 
image. Even if! was to make extensive 
notes about what I wanted, they would 
still have to make a judgment about 
sharpness, saturation, color balance. 
My color work tends to be pastel and I 
have to have some control over that." 

Some of the pressmen who worked 
on the Central Valley book told John
son "they had never run so little ink on 
a press in their lives," Johnson relates. 
"What I see when I look around is light 
and mist and subdued colors rather 
than dark, rich, saturated colors. I try to 
record what I see, and the process of 
recording it often creeps up in garish
ness and saturation. I am now in posi
tion to pull it back to where I want it to 
be in most cases." 

How much would the Central Val
ley book cost if done with traditional 
methods? "You couldn't have done it, 
that's the bottom line," Johnson says. 
"It couldn't have been done. The 
restoration of the historical work could 
not have been done, the blending of 
photographs with illustrations with 
computer painting for some of the 
graphics could not have been done." 
For the page of fruit box labels, John
son received estimates of $3,500 to 
$5,000 for scans and electronic separa
tions. "I grabbed the labels, scanned 
them, edited them, and in the course of 
five hours had the page done." 

The book's cover materialized one 
weekend when Johnson co N 11 Nu ED ,,. 
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Stephen Johnson's tips for digital artists 

• Don't buy a cheap scanner. "If you 
are dealing with images on the computer 
that come from photographs, you've got 
to get them in with the highest integrity 
possible. Go pay for the scan, get access 
to a good scanner if you are in a corpo
rate situation and can afford to buy 
equipment. Don't waste your time on a 
$2,000 scanner; buy equipment that will 
help you do justice to your image." 

• Work at the highest file size you can 
afford to edit and hold on to. "I gener
ally work at the 40MB to BOMB range, 
but it's creeping up into the hundreds. 
The file size determines the amount of 
resolution. People have the idea that dpi 
(dots per inch) defines the resolution. 
But dpi doesn't tell you anything unless it 

is linked with the physical size, which 
essentially becomes the pixel dimen
sions. Pixel dimensions are the real reso
lution determinant. 

"Whether the file is 5MB or 50MB, 
cheap scanners can't turn out better 
images at higher file sizes. They have 
problems with low-level noise, electronic 
contamination, poor color filters, poor 
registration, all those things can go 
wrong. My book has a page of things to 
watch out for when scanning. If people 
continue to define the resolution of the 
image as the dpi, that will continue to 
confuse them. If you say "dpi," you also 
have to say "what physical dimension/" 
An Bx I 0 at 300 dpi tells you that it is 
2,400 pixels by 3,000 pixels. You are bet-

ter off if you know the final output size 
before you do the scan. There's not 
much point to scanning beyond your pre
press needs. 

"The general rule of thumb is twice the 
dpi of what the final image is going to be. 
You can get by just fine with one and a 
half times the dpi. I use the Agfa Horizon, 
which is a true 1,200 dpi-scanner and the 
Leaf Scan 45 which is a 5,000-element 
scanner. One of the things I like about 
the Leaf scanner is the negative carrier; 
nothing ever touches the film." 

•Don't be seduced by the tools. "They 
are just tools, not ideas. I've seen so 
much work whose only reason for exist
ing is the tools. I'm talking about ideas 
and not communicating them eloquently 

to the viewer or reader. We struggle 
with this our whole lives, how to com
municate our ideas eloquently." 

• Use a good monitor. "We are so 
monitor-dependent and monitors bear 
very limited relationship to the printed 
page. Whatever the technology can do 
to narrow that relationship, the better. 
The SuperMac Pressview monitor is rev
olutionary; the 5,000° Kelvin color tem
perature off the Pressview is something 
that every monitor should have. Super
mac is making some exceptional prod
ucts. Apple continues to make good 
products, although they don't always 
know how good the product really is. 
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Q&A with Stephen Johnson 

The state of the art 
Johnson opines on current and future technologies 

ONLINE DESIGN: You've been work
ing with the film recorder recently. So 
have you thrown away the darkroom? 

STEPHEN JOHNSON: No, I was in the 
darkroom the other night, making 
those films you saw from the film 
recorder. I'm excited, I can get film 
back out of my com
puter now. God knows 
where that's going to 
lead. 

photographs and these things that we 
consider to be personal yet irreplace
able, it's foolish to invest it all in color, 
because it's going to be gone. Kodak 
uses that argument for scanning your 
color work onto Photo CD. 

What's your opinion of Photo CD? 

I love prints and you 
can't make prints on 
the computer anything 
like you can in the 
darkroom. Silver paper 
still makes far superior 
prints to any dye-subli
mation printer, but the 
Iris on a rag paper has a 
whole other set of pos
sibilities. The beauty of 
having color on rag 
paper is astounding. 
That's the best of what 
we have in the fine arts, 
a beautiful watercolor 
painting on rag paper. 
The nature of the color 
seeping into the fibers 
of the paper is some
thing that has a very 
nice textural and gut 
feeling to it. So the Iris 
spraying digitally con
trolled water color pig
ment into this rag 
paper makes for some 
ver1 successful results. 
The downside is that 

Stephen Johnson 

I think it's unclear. It 
has enormous poten
tial, but the home 
market that Kodak 
had originally hoped 
for has not material
ized. That will proba
bly come with time. 
The professional use 
of it and student use 
of it has a lot of 
potential. It's a pretty 
good scanner. And 
the Pro Photo CD 
helps it along even 
further by providing 
the ability to scan 'People are 
4 x 5 as well. You can't 
argue about the price. 
I sat with the Photo 

investing their 
whole lives CD scanner and 

made a couple of 
Photo CD scans 
myself because I felt 
that I needed to really 
understand what was 
going on, and I came 
up against the limita
tions real quick. 

and histories in 
film, and it's 

going to be gone 
in 25 years. I 

mean, literally 
What are the limita
tions? unprintable.' 
The scanning soft-

the inks aren't very permanent. But 
that's going to change. 

What is the life of the ink? 
I'm not clear on that, but it's probably 
not that much different than the origi
nal watercolors, and we've never really 
worried about the permanence of 
them. But as color photographers, we 
want our work to last and there is no 
color film that's been made or relatively 
few that have any life to them at all. 
Keep in mind that people are investing 
their whole lives and histories in film, 
and it's going to be gone in 25 years. I 
mean, literally unprintable. 

What are your recommendations? 
Shoot black and white! Or as the digi
tal cameras get better, shoot digital. 

Digital imagery has a far more per
manent way of preserving color 
images if you stay with the digital tech
nology and keep it in the longest-last
ing storage materials. Anything that is 
subject to deterioration from a mag
netic field makes me real nervous, 
which is why I get nervous about DAT 
tapes. I am very anxious to get all the 
images I care about off DAT tape and 
onto CD-ROM, and that's going to 
take a lotofCD-ROMs. 

If you are shooting your family 

ware in its present 
form, at least for 3 5 mm, gives you no 
contrast control, only brightness con
trol. The way the image is compressed, 
you can get back some tone but I have 
questions about whether you get back 
any image data. Yet at the same time I 
scanned four rolls of film in four hours 
- that's 36 images per roll- and I 
made two Photo CDs. 

I did this last September when I was 
teaching in Camden, Maine. I just 
walked around town, shooting a bunch 
of pictures, brought it all in and 
scanned it in, and it was a great 
demonstration for my students. But at 
the same time it was a pretty good 
demonstration of both the value and 
the limitations. I think there is some 
value there. It is an I 8MB scan before 
it's compressed and even though it's a 
smaller-resolution file than I normally 
work with now, it wasn't very long ago 
when that would have seemed like an 
enormous file . On my Mac II that 
would have been unopenable 1 

Still photography is only one imple
mentation of the digital technology, 
we're going to see whole new ways of 
making images, holographic, 3D, 
panoramic, just all sorts of things that 
are going to be exciting. O 

Johnson CONTINUED 

was traveling to visit his family in Merced. "There 
were these beautiful clouds, those pillow clouds 
stretching out over the horizon. Just as you enter the 
Merced County line, the foothills of Mariposa County 
start to stretch into the plains of the Central Valley. I 
pulled the van over and set up the 4x 5 on top of the 
platform on the van and photographed the cattle out 
on the land with these big puffy clouds. 

"I made three or four negatives, both color and 
black and white, although color was what I was inter
ested in. I was giving it up, gathering all the stuff up 
and putting it back into the camera cases, when the sun 
broke out. I couldn't believe it. The sun lit 
the area right where I was pointing the cam
era - and nowhere else. It was like a spotlight 
down on that field. So just as fast as I could, I 
grabbed a film holder, put it in and made an 
exposure, and it was just like Ansel's experi
ence with Moonrise Hernandez. I pulled the 
film holder out, turned it over to make another 
shot, and the light was gone. 

"It was one of those instances where if I 
hadn't already been set up - completely set up, 
since it was with the4x5 -there was noway on 
earth I could have gotten that photograph." 

There is a soft drink cup in the lower right hand 
corner of the photo, and Johnson said he would have 
moved it if he had the time. Of course, it would have 
been easy to edit it out on the computer, but Johnson 
said he had no intention of manipulating or changing 
any existing print. All the prints in the book are orig
inal; the only retouching done was normal color cor
rections and dust or scratch removal. 

'Making a Digital Book' 
The Central Valley book hit the bookstores to 

"stunningly good" reviews, including one on the cover 

"The Making of a Digital Book" 

provides a technical look at 

desktop production. 

of the Los Angeles Times Book Review. 
"It got put in just before closing. I 
was just so surprised and pleased," 
Johnson says, "and when the 
reviews start rolling in like that1 it's 
to the point now that if anybody 

says anything even slightly negative, I take great 
offense, like what's going on with these people?" John
son laughs. "There's been such an overwhelmingly 
positive response that I am very pleased and proud of 
having gotten it all done." 

Most importantly, the book was standing on its own 
merits. 11The technology that created it was irrelevant 
to people unless they were already interested in the 
subject and happened to ask, and once they did there 
were a ton of questions. It seemed like it was worth
while trying to contextualize the creating of the book. 
So I just sat down and started writing." 

The result was 11Making a Digital CONTtNUEO :> 


